
Don’t hate the media,

Be the media !

Independent media projects are spreading

around the planet at unprecedented

speed. Triggered by discontent with the

mainstream media and supported by the

widespread availability of  media

technologies, groups all over the world are

creating their own channels of  information

and distribution in order to bypass the

(mainstream) corporate media.

By eliminating the classic division between

professional producers and passive

audience, many issues and discussions

that were previously suppressed become

visible and available.

Think globally - Act locally!

Nottinghamshire now has its own

Indymedia Collective! Various people have

been active in the setting up of  an

Independent Media Centre (IMC) in

Nottingham and the wider county.

The local IMC will consist of  an interactive

open publishing website, film showings

and interactive workshops within our

communities. Fundraising events,

concerts, a community radio station, and

weekly print-out are amongst many ideas.

What is Indymedia?

Indymedia is a collective of  independent

media organizations and hundreds of

journalists offering grassroots, non-

corporate news coverage. Indymedia is a

democratic media outlet for the creation

of  radical, accurate, and passionate

tellings of  truth.

With over 150 Independent Media Centres across

the world, Indymedia is the largest independent

news network on the globe.

Nottinghamshire IMC works as part of  the

global Indymedia Network. It works to

foster media creation based upon the

principles of  free participation and

association, mutual aid, open-source

software, open publishing, and transparent

decision-making.

So photographers, filmmakers, DJ’s, writers,

reporters, musicians, artists, sound engineers,

visual artists, people with technical skills, and

anyone interested; get involved!

The idea is to create open platforms to which

everyone can contribute - not only a small

media elite with their particular interests.



Nottinghamshire

Independent

Media Centre

Nottinghamshire IMC has an open–publishing

policy, which will allow everyone to contribute

to the content of the website regardless of

their locality, ethnicity or gender. It will strive

to empower communities through skill sharing

and training to become part of the project,

and work together towards maintaining a

diverse and honest representation of what is

happening in our communities. Unlike the

corporate media, Nottinghamshire IMC is run

through an open democratic process.

Nottinghamshire Independent

Media Centre (IMC)

notts-imc@riseup.net

notts.indymedia.org.uk
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Get Involved !
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